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* CBOW is a H2020 Marie Curie Innovative Training 
Network (ITN) project (2015–2018)

* 15 early stage researchers, 11 organizations, 12 
partner organizations

* 4 work packages 
* www.CHIBOW.org
* Understanding of the challenges of CBOW in 

volatile societies will inform the normative 
debates and, ultimately, policies on the 
reintegration of CBOW into post-conflict 
societies

Children Born of War – past, present and future 
project*

Knut Weise, Breda, Netherlands*This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation program under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No 642571



Who are CBOW?

* CBOW definition: a child born to 
a local mother and a father of a 
different national military force

* In Western Europe, studies show 
CBOW lives have been negatively 
impacted

* Little is known of CBOW in the 
post-communist space

German soldier with a Latvian nurse; Source: The Museum of the 
Occupation of Latvia (OML)



*Qualitative research 
*Traditional sources w/
*Semi-structured open-ended biographical interviews 

CBOW in LV - My Project



Participants

*39 interviews total
*24 w/ ‘Third Reich’ 

CBOW
*15 w/ USSR CBOW

*33 w/ CBOW
*6 w/ direct relatives



NVIVO

* Qualitative data analysis software
* Starter, Pro & Plus
* Audio, video, photo, word, PDF, 

excel, text, websites, social media 
and more

* One project w/ multiple researchers
* Project logs, memos, mind maps 

and more



NVIVO Coding

* Content analysis-no 
scissors or paper needed

* Coding creates nodes
*Nodes trees = parent and 

children nodes
*Auto-coding available
* Coding stripes











Classifications & Relationships

*Classifications
� Values
�Attributes

*Relationships









Queries in NVIVO

*Query: Searching data and 
finding relations
� Query wizard
� Text search query
� Word frequency query
� Coding query
� Cross-tab coding query

* Visualizations



Thank you for your attention and 
I appreciate your comments!

www.CHIBOW.org
O.Gruzins@gmail.com
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